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1. KNOWLEDGE SHARING 
 

Various activities shared among human race are science and spiritual and those are not 
conflicting religious thus we can accept Yoga & Meditation is also science of spiritual 
suites all.  Examples are music, dance, cooking, education, mathematics technologies, 
architectures, medicines and methodologies just few to list. 

 
 
DANCE & MUSIC 

    

Indian Dance Non-Indian Doing Well on Indian Dance 
 
 
Our physical body is visible and there is cosmic body imperceptible.  Clairvoyant or 
Spiritualist Eye can see cosmic body.  Since time immemorial Guru’s or Yogis and 
Spiritual master who have attain the stage can able to see cosmic body which not 
perceivable by normal human’s naked eye. 
 
Cosmic body and physical body well synchronize in Spinal Column for a explanation to 
understand better.  Cosmic body divided to main 7 area of energy type which also 
associates with major endocrine gland’s in physical body.  More precisely the 7 major 
area are known as rotating wheel or call ‘Chakra’ in Sanskrit language.  The ‘Chakra’ also 
known as psyche centers. 
 
COOKING 

 

Indian Cook Cooking Indian Food Non-Indian Cooking Indian Food 
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MATHEMATICS TECHNOLOGIES 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 

1st Indian Numeral Forms Modern Numerals 
 
Article by: J J O'Connor and E F Robertson 
 
We know the year of Aryabhata's birth since he tells us that he was twenty-three years 
of age when he wrote Aryabhatiya which he finished in 499. We have given 
Kusumapura, thought to be close to Pataliputra (which was refounded as Patna in Bihar 
in 1541), as the place of Aryabhata's birth but this is far from certain, as is even the 
location of Kusumapura itself. As Parameswaran writes in [26]:-  
    ... no final verdict can be given regarding the locations of Asmakajanapada and 
Kusumapura. 
 
Elanggovan Thanggavilo added, Not only current history is wrongly presented but 
even the original history being expose wrongly.  Pre-dates of Aryabhata’s birth there is 
already numbering system, sciences & greatest knowledge of darkness existed which 
carve in stone and other material by Dravidian base Tamil Language group society. 
  
We have looked at the mathematics contained in the Aryabhatiya but this is an 
astronomy text so we should say a little regarding the astronomy which it contains. 
Aryabhata gives a systematic treatment of the position of the planets in space. He gave 
the circumference of the earth as 4 967 yojanas and its diameter as 1 5811/24 yojanas. 
Since 1 yojana = 5 miles this gives the circumference as 24 835 miles, which is an 
excellent approximation to the currently accepted value of 24 902 miles. He believed 
that the apparent rotation of the heavens was due to the axial rotation of the Earth. This 
is a quite remarkable view of the nature of the solar system which later commentators 
could not bring themselves to follow and most changed the text to save Aryabhata from 
what they thought were stupid errors! 
 
Aryabhata gives the radius of the planetary orbits in terms of the radius of the Earth/Sun 
orbit as essentially their periods of rotation around the Sun. He believes that the Moon 
and planets shine by reflected sunlight, incredibly he believes that the orbits of the 
planets are ellipses. He correctly explains the causes of eclipses of the Sun and the 
Moon. The Indian belief up to that time was that eclipses were caused by a demon 
called Rahu. His value for the length of the year at 365 days 6 hours 12 minutes 30 
seconds is an overestimate since the true value is less than 365 days 6 hours. 
 
Bhaskara I who wrote a commentary on the Aryabhatiya about 100 years later wrote of 
Aryabhata:- 
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Aryabhata is the master who, after reaching the furthest shores and plumbing the 
inmost depths of the sea of ultimate knowledge of mathematics, kinematics and 
spherics, handed over the three sciences to the learned world. 
 
In 1989, the Chudnovsky brothers correctly computed π to over a billion decimal places 
on the supercomputer IBM 3090 using the following variation of Ramanujan's infinite 
series of π: 
 
In 1999, Yasumasa Kanada and his team at the University of Tokyo correctly computed 
π to over 200 billion decimal places on the supercomputer HITACHI SR8000/MPP (128 
nodes) using another variation of Ramanujan's infinite series of π. In October 2005 they 
claimed to have calculated it to 1.24 trillion places. 
 
ARCHITECTURE 

Indian Architecture Influence Modern Building 
 
OLDEST MEDICINE (AYURVEDIC) 

    

Original Indian Ayurvedic Medicine Accepted by Modern World with New 
Packing 
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2. CHAKRA IS PART OF NATURE 
 
Thus those cosmic body via Chakra do produce frequency, which can be associate with 
7-color the rainbow color. 
 
In this new era with advance scientific achievement via biometrics technology devices 
the said cosmic body’s frequency can be capturing, measure and with computer 
technology it also can be visual in a very meaning formats.  For example the frequency 
from cosmic body can viewed in the form of graphs, colors and even in pre-define text 
according to range of various frequencies. 
 
The truth fact of those differences of frequency are exist the whole body emerge one 
and the other but those major 7 types may differ in density.  All those different 
frequency are due to thought pattern’s, which originates continuously from human 
brain.  Hence its dominance or rather to say its reflect the actual mental stage thus also 
associates with attitude and aptitude of a individual. 
 
Specifically 2 Para- psyche center located at head which is at in between two eye brows 
and at the top center of the head.  These two Chakra in Sanskrit language known as 
‘Ajna’ and ‘Sahasrara’ or in English 3rd eye spot and crown center.  3rd eye spot 
associates with pituitary gland and crown center associates with pineal gland.  Another 
remarkable spot to focus on is the heart center Chakra associate with thymus gland.  
Sanskrit term for Heart center is Anahatha Chakra. 
 
The only simplest, finest yet most powerful method to do mental exercise is thru 
meditation.  Meditation means to focus thoughts in specific center of consciousness 
which also known as ‘Chakra’. 
 
Meditation in a true senses the only perfect method available is focusing thoughts at 3rd 
eyespot with Kundalini sensation without interrupt fixation.  The said meditation only 
achievable after initiation by attain and experience Guru or Spiritual Master. 
 
Pituitary & Pineal gland located in brain and it controls the entire metabolic body system.  
If not thru meditation which are other way available to regulate to highest perfection of 
both endocrine gland?  In ancient time these fact are available the secretly guarded 
special group of people since tens of thousand year ago. 
   
Modern science only in 1649 Rene Descartes, a French philosopher and mathematician 
In his view, it is the mind, not the brain, which contains a person's thoughts and desires 
or "soul." He also concludes that the pineal gland acting as a valve controls the flow of 
information to the body or mind. 
 
In modern science in the mid-eighties or 1986 only connections between the pineal and 
the brain were discovered. 
 
Why Heart Centre Meditation key for well being of humans?  Upon Sperm hit 
Ovary and it’s fertilized the very first formation in the form of a dot call zygote.  In the 
human form, the original zygote is located near the focal point of the High-Heart Chakra, 
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which Derald termed the Genea-zero point. The embryo, and later the fetus build out all 
of the features of the human body from that point of origin, utilizing the blueprint 
contained in the genes. 
 

3. HEART CENTRE MEDITATION 
 

Thus there is can’t be another method besides Heart Center Meditation to fine tune 
every finest part of entire body for well being.  Eventually to transform ones 
self/individual back to originate become possible aim: 
 

Compassionate, 
Innate Harmony, 
Healing Presences, 
Unconditional Love. 

 
The four great attributes will flourish as great gift for individuals to realize consciously. 
 
As meditation manages thoughts scientifically it can be measure too.  Today’s modern 
world with state art of technology has given us a solution to technically differentiate 
thoughts patterns.   The following are three different mind, four different thinking 
patterns, four different range of frequency in Hz and four-frequency name: 
 
3.1 Type of Conscious Mind 

  

Level/Mind Thinking 
Type 

Frequency (Hz) Frequency 
Name 

Conscious 
mind 

Rational 
Thinking 

30-15 Beta 

Sub-Conscious 
mind 

Creative 
Thinking 

14-7 Alfa 

Compassionate 
Thinking 

6-3 Theta 

Un-Conscious 
mind 

Transcendental 
Thinking 

2-0 Delta 

 
 

The only way to reach Delta level is via meditation.  And that also only right method 
after Kundalini Initiation. 
 
Every individual’s thought pattern or state of mind’s can be capturing using Aura Camera 
with special biometric input device.  This is biometric technology to transform frequency 
radiates from body via computer processing into meaning information.  It’s mostly 
available at crystal and natural stone sales shop in shopping complex.  Besides using all 
secondary option includes wearing natural stone to assist re-structure the density and 
type of frequency to be generate meditation the only perfect tool ever invented to be 
use.  Meditation will directly provide far beyond expected advantages result compare 
with any other secondary methods. 
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Kundalini Yoga Meditation is the best innovative innovation ever invented in 
whole universal existed history.  Heart Centre Meditation is Error Free 
Scientific Solution for the mankind’s well being. 
 
In life nothing same but everything are; 
Whole process of life flow is Fluctuating variable except; 
GAIN + LOST = GREAT LESSON; 
Sum of all GREAT LESSON are for SELF REALSING. 
Which is astonishingly unique formula to even to  
think or accept about the said consistent result! “Great Lesson” 
By Elanggovan. 
 
Universal philosophy that human life is expansion of very same origin “GOD” entity that 
begins eight billion years ago.  Most likely, it will be many years before research can 
completely documented answer any of the three questions mentioned here. How 
Creation of Universal takes place? What you mean by soul within Human? How to clarify 
God or Creator’s fact?  Leave alone those lets talk about DNA. 
 
Given that DNA was not discovered until the 1950s, the research on this complicated 
molecule is still in its infancy, and we have much to learn. 
 
Estimated after 50 years knowing DNA around year 2000 at 21st century modern 
scientist found life might come from the open cloud.  Sugar drifts in the cloud hint of 
how building blocks of life may have reached Earth billions of years ago. 
 
This frigid cloud is composed of molecular glycolaldehyde, a sugar that, when it reacts 
with other sugars or carbon molecules, can from more complex sugar called ribose, the 
starting point for DNA and RNA, which carry the genetic code for all living things. 
 
Thus many scientist agree that life probably derived from a rich “Primordial soup” 
concocted in the warm-water puddles of early Earth, the new research fresh evidence 
for another popular view that life or at least some of its basic ingredients, may have 
flown in from interstellar space aboard a comet or asteroid. 
 
Most comets in the solar system were formed about 4.5 Billion years ago near the 
planets Uranus and Neptune and were subsequently cast into deep space well beyond 
Pluto.  They re-enter the solar system when nearby stars or large planets perturb their 
orbits. 
 
Above science “big bang theory” philosophy, knowledge and facts well documented in 
ancient Indian civilization as early as tens of thousand’s of years ago.  Hence our guru’s 
philosophical insights have greater and systematic points on the same. 
 
Knowledge, Super consciousness Mind and Universal Truth doesn’t fall on any type of 
religious.  Confidently I would like to say that meditation could be practice by every 
individual and already familiar/ recognizable by all type of folks globally. 
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4. YOGA & MEDITATION 

 
Yoga & Meditation Originates from India But its accepted worldwide 

 
World has accepted from yoga and meditation a person can remove stress, gain 
healthier life, weight management, cure sickness, intelligent growth, creative unfold and 
many more thousands of list to write. 
 
How about these truths? 
 
INVENTION OF FORMULAS WHICH MATCH CURRENTS SUPERCOMPUTER 

Perfect pi (π) formula invented by Indian 
as earlier as tens of thousand years ago History of pi by different mathematicians  

Indian Srinivasa Ramanujan created many varied expansions for pi which, although 
containing little or no explanation or proof, were finally accepted by G. H. Hardy who 
said that the discoveries 'must be true, because if they were not true, no one would 
have had the imagination to invent them' 
 
HOW DO THEY ACHIEVE THIS? 
 
THERE IS WAY! 
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5. DO YOU WANT TO KNOW HOW? 
 
PLEASE Contact Elanggovan at selfinuniversal@gmail.com for next 2 Days Workshop 
with more details in Ancient Resort on Self Power Meditation which required an 
initiation by MAHAGURU and activation of DNA’s which also known as Kundalini Yoga 
Meditation in Ancient Indian Practice.  This is also the very same life force energy lies 
dormant in coil form at the bottom part of human body, base of the spine until it is 
released (through physical activity) by the individual. When it is released, that individual 
reaches a state of heightened Self-awareness and bliss.  Names for the location can be 
describe as Muladhara Chakra or Base/Foundation Consciousness Centre which is in 
between anus and genetic opening.  By activating the life forces the individual given a 
chance to acquire the knowledge of universal dimension and practical method to 
practice towards continues expanding of dimension while in worldly life.  Kundalini 
energy it is your creative potential. According to yogis and ancient sages, this Kundalini 
energy lies dormant at the base of the spine until it is released (through physical 
activity) by the individual. When it is released, that individual reaches a state of 
heightened Self-awareness and bliss. 
 
Remember, this is not a competition. it is about meeting your body where it is, and 
navigating through each moment while maintaining a state of inner peace. It takes 
practice, but almost anyone can do it and the benefits are too numerous to list here. 
 

Teachers open the door, but you must enter by yourself. 
Chinese proverb 

 
It’s not magic, a real biological reaction of body.  Let us analyst the situation of “body 
massage” COMPARING “Pituitary massage” via Kundalini Yoga Meditation.  Massage is 
done on top of body yet the purpose is to relief internal body parts. 
 
The literal meaning of 'massage' is manipulation of the soft tissues of the body using the 
hands.  Where is Kundalini Yoga Meditation meaning people can self massage beyond 
tissues and reach till Endocrine Gland and towards DNA and even RNA. 
 
Body massage can Pain Relief, Improved Circulation, Stress Relief, Reducing Blood 
Pressure, Better Sleep, Athletic Performance, Strengthens Immunes System, Emotional 
Benefits, Body Awareness and also it with gentle massage may also help reduce swelling 
in rheumatoid arthritis. 
 
Where else “pituitary massage” which is the Self Power Yoga Meditation (Kundalini Yoga 
Meditation) enables us harvest benefits beyond our imagination faculty. 
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6. SELF POWER YOGA MEDITATION (Kundalini Yoga Meditation) 
 
Let us draw comparison chart between external massage and internal self massage:  

 
DESCRIPTION BODY 

MASSAGE 
PITUITARY & 

PINEAL GLAND 
MASSAGE 

(Kundalini Yoga 
Meditation) 

Pain Relief Yes Yes 
Improved Circulation Yes Yes 
Rheumatoid arthritis Yes Yes 
Stress Relief Yes Yes2 
Reducing Blood Pressure Yes Yes 
Body Awareness Yes Yes 
Athletic Performance Yes Yes 
Strengthens Immunes System Yes Yes 
Emotional Benefits Yes Yes 
Body Awareness Yes Yes 
   
Glandular balance in relation to physical and mental 
health 

No Yes 

Is it Religious Related No No 
Activity works on body Yes Yes 
Activity works on endocrine and nervous systems No Yes 
Stimulate and vibrate glands No Yes 
   
Why do this? Ordinary 

personal 
improvemen

t  

Greater Self-
awareness1 

Activating energy of consciousness? No Yes 
Awareness of the higher self No Yes 
Emanation of infinity No Yes 
Realizing energy of the cosmos within each 
individual 

No Yes 

Unfold creativity Ordinary Unlimited 
Enhance creative capacities and our radiant caliber  No Yes 
Finite relationship with infinity No Yes 
Makes it possible for us as humans with finite 
identities to relate to our infinite identities 

No Yes 

Brain in its totality receives signals and integrates 
them 

No Yes 

A new clarity expands our perceptions No Yes 
We understand the effect and impact of an action 
before we take it. 

No Yes 
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We are at choice whether to act or not to act. No Yes 
Awareness brings choice. No Yes 
Choice brings freedom. No Yes 
Can we live without? Yes No 
Uncoiling limitless achievement No Yes 
Essence is consolidated into our character No Yes 
Gifts are integrated into our behavior and actions No Yes 
Talents become a practical part of our human life No Yes 
Awakening to our potential No Yes 
Merging our individual energy with universal energy No Yes 
Union of the individual's consciousness with 
universal consciousness 

No Yes 

Ancient technology designed to expand our 
awareness 

No Yes 

Able to go beyond our perceived conscious limits No Yes 
Empowered to make more daring choices No Yes 
Have the energy to create bountiful and exciting 
lives 

No Yes 

Tapping our infinite potential No Yes 
Expand our capacity and realize our divine caliber No Yes 
Release us from attachments to the familiar and to 
the past fear of change and the unknown limited 
and restrictive beliefs self-destructive habits the 
inability to let go of old feelings and wounds the 
feeling that something is lacking or wrong with us 

No Yes 

Breaks our attachments No Yes 
Makes the unknown known No Yes 
Expands our perception of reality No Yes 
Gives us the strength to eliminate unhealthy habits 
and substitute healthy ones 

No Yes 

Heals our wounds with the power of love No Yes 
Gives us the experience that we are complete and 
whole 

No Yes 

No amount of words can replace or equal 
experience.  Our consciousness is not changed by 
mere words. It is through experience that positive 
habits are formed. It is through experience that the 
horizon of our awareness is broadened. It is through 
experience that we radiate joy, express creativity & 
embody spirit in our human life. 

No Yes 

We recognize what is real No Yes 
We uncover what is important to us No Yes 
We sense our innate organization and direction No Yes 
Our inner compass leads us toward our goals No Yes 
Opens up our awareness and receptivity so we can 
recognize the opportunities when they appear 

No Yes 
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1. Many religious and/or spiritual people have utilized the powerful tools found 
in yoga to attain enlightenment. But, these tools can also be used for 
personal growth in a non-religious, non-sectarian manner. People of all faiths 
and beliefs can sit in the same class and benefit. 

 
2. The relaxation response, a term coined at Harvard University in the 1960s, is 

reached by the repetition of a word, sound, phrase, prayer, or muscular 
activity.  This repetition creates a physical state of deep rest which changes 
the physical and emotional responses to stress (e.g. decrease in heart rate, 
blood pressure and muscular tension). This Relaxation Response is a 
counterbalancing mechanism to the flight-or-flight response.  Kundalini Yoga 
combines elements found in the Relaxation Response throughout class to 
encourage heightened states of deep relaxation and increased alpha waves. 
Many of the techniques of breathing and mental focus can be applied 
immediately at work with wonderful results for stress reduction. 
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6.1 Chakra & Aura with Modern Devices 
 
Yoga & Meditation is directly connected to Aura & Aura Camera the modern advance 
biometric technology integrated with easy presentable window software’s!  Invention 
derives from very same original Indian knowledge known as Chakra.  Throughout 
history, Auras could only be seen by only a gifted few and most of them are Indian 
Yogis.  Today for modern scientists, it is a concrete, existing energy field that surround 
living creatures. The Aura is formed by subtle color radiances which surround the body 
of a human being. These radiances can be perceived by a psychic. Each color signifies a 
certain vibration which has different meanings. 
 
The Aura, which is connected with the activity of the chakra (Sanskrit for "energy 
wheel"), reflects the individual state of consciousness. In that case, the colors of the 
Aura give us information about the quality of consciousness, as well as one's emotions, 
thoughts, abilities and the vital energies of a person. 
 
Modern scientists measure the Aura as a electromagnetic field 
around living creatures.  Through modern technology, given 
everyone the ability to see Auras!  The reading is actual indication 
of thinking arise & state of mind from brain for individuals.  Most 
crystal or stone sales showroom does offer Aura Photo services in 
Malaysia. 
 
 
If you denied yoga and meditation then you also denying aura from living scripture 
specifically radiance of frequency from chakra of human body then in other words you 
are denying Computer, Wireless Networking, Microsoft Windows XP and Biometric 
Authentication Device (finger print security products). 
 
Yes we can lead similar quality life without yoga & meditation for example live a life 
without Astro subscription is also possible then you are not harvesting the entertainment 
& knowledgeable information.  Similarly without yoga and meditation you are not 
harvesting the fullest benefit of breathing. 
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7. RESEARCH ON WHAT DOES ‘AUM’ MEAN? 
 
Published by Mahaguru Elanggovan.  The correct vocal vibration ‘mantras’ 
base on principle of x dB sound power.  First time ever reveal to modern 
world with precious particulars about Vocal Vibration, Mantras mainly on 
AUM. 
 
Aum is vocal word or in Tamil call as Mantra, or vibration, that is traditionally chanted at 
the beginning and end of yoga sessions. It is said to be the sound of the universe. What 
does that mean? 

 
In Indian (Tamil) the direct language and character translation are as follow: 

 

Character One character 
word in Tamil Sound English Meaning Interpretation 

A  Aa An exclamation expressive of surprise 
U  Oo Expressing wonder 
M  Em Happiness 

 
Thus the sound AUM produces >1 dB sound power to vibrate atom in body to re-align 
back to original level. 

 
Even many re-known scholars describe in their own way yet if it is not synchronizing 
with my scientific result then the translation all produce from ignorance. 

 
If we research from sound and its vibration its showing if you wish to say in proper 
manner then its produce vibration on body in spinal column where the person thoughts 
able to focus that specific location from bottom to top.  The benefit is a lot.  If the sound 
power watts are on specific level it will vibrate 3 para nerves connected with major 
72,000 nerves in entire body.  That means we are sending signal, touching and 
renewing (re-pairing) those nerves without physical operation of our body.  
Autonomically it will re-activate and bring up 100% functionality level of endocrine 
glands in our body. 

 
On either side of the spinal cord run the sympathetic and para-sympathetic cords, a 
double chain of ganglia.  Ganglia mean a collection of nerve-cells. These constitute the 
Autonomic System which supplies nerves to the involuntary organs, such as heart, 
lungs, intestines, kidneys, liver, etc., and controls them. 

 
It takes us for a ride on this universal movement, through our breath, our awareness, 
and our physical energy and we begin to sense a bigger connection that is both uplifting 
and soothing. 

 
Situation And Sound 
Source 

Sound power Pac 
Watts 

sound power level Lw 
dB re 10-12 W 

Rocket engine 1,000,000 W 180 dB 
Turbojet engine 10,000 W 160 dB 
Siren 1,000 W 150 dB 
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Heavy truck engine or 
loudspeaker rock concert 100 W 140 dB 

Machine gun 10 W 130 dB 
Jackhammer 1 W 120 dB 
Excavator, trumpet 0.3 W 115 dB 
Chain saw 0.1 W 110 dB 
Loud speech, vivid children 0.001 W 90 dB 
Usual talking, Typewriter 10−5 W 70 dB 
Refrigerator 10−7 W 50 dB 
Auditory threshold 10-12 W 0 dB 

 
Auditory threshold mean lowest sound intensity or pitch a subject can detect or that can 
elicit a response. 

     
The absolute threshold of hearing (ATH) is the minimum sound level of a pure tone 
that an average ear with normal hearing can hear in a noiseless environment. The 
absolute threshold relates to the sound that can just be heard by the organism 
(Durrant & Lovrinic 1984, Gelfand 2004). The absolute threshold is not a discrete point, 
and is therefore classed as the point at which a response is elicited a specified 
percentage of the time (Durrant & Lovrinic 1984). The threshold of hearing is generally 
reported as the sound pressure level (SPL) of 20 µPa (micropascals) = 2 × 10−5 Pascal 
(Pa). This is equivalent to 2 × 10−4 dynes per square centimeter. It is approximately 
the minimum sound intensity a young human with undamaged hearing can detect at 
1000 Hz (Gelfand, 1990). The threshold of hearing is frequency dependent and it has 
been shown that the ear’s sensitivity is best at frequencies between 1 kHz and 5 kHz 
(Gelfand, 1990). 
 
In biology and ecology, an organism (in Greek organon = instrument) is a living 
complex adaptive system of organs that influence each other in such a way that they 
function in some way as a stable whole. 

 
Now we can safely said the very first sound from first Atom when it vibrated is the first 
universe sound and that is the sound which need to return for every atom in our body to 
realize originating attribute which is in well 100% neutral condition at wholeness level.  
Thus mind body and soul perfection is possible!  So the sound produce by Aum is for the 
purpose focusing thoughts in specific center of consciousness which is know as chakra in 
meditating world and this specific center of consciousness associated and connected 
part of our biological body known as endocrine gland in medical terms to harvest divine 
attribute. 

 
Nevertheless we don’t consider this vocal word is compulsory matter, the benefit can be 
achieve with normal breath and thinking of every individuals own religion base god.  And 
it’s proven! 
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8. CHAKRA & MANTRA 
 

SOUND PRONUNCIATION AWARENESS 
(thought focus)  

ASSOCIATED 
ENDOCRINE 
GLAND 

Lam Curve the tip of your tongue up and back, 
and place it on the rear section of the 
upper palate to pronounce a sound like the 
word alum without the initial a. 

Base of the 
spine 

Gonads 

Vam Place the upper set of teeth on the inner 
section of your lower lip and begin with a 
breathy consonant to imitate the sound of 
a fast car. Pronounce the vocal like "fvam." 

Genitals Adrenal 

Ram Place the tip of your tongue on the roof of 
the front section of the upper palate, roll 
the r as in Spanish, and pronounce the 
vocal like the first part of the word rumble. 

Abdomen Pancreas 

Yam Inhale audibly through your mouth, and 
pronounce the word hum (as in humming); 
allow the breath to extend beyond the 
resolution of the consonant. 

Solar Plexus 
and Heart Area 

Thymus 

Ham Inhale noiselessly through your mouth, and 
pronounce the sound like the word yum (as 
in yummy); allow the sound along with 
your breath to fill your mouth and throat 
cavity.  Without symbol & vocal. 

Throat Thyroid  

All above can be using symbol visualize and each time breath into the specific 
centre of conscious then wish the associate vocal vibration accordingly 

Ham 
Ksham 
Or Aum 

Inhale audibly through your nostrils, and 
direct the stream of air to the point 
between your eyebrows. 

Point between 
the eyebrows 
(Ajna) 

Pituitary  

Aum Inhale audibly through your nostrils, and 
direct the stream of air to the point 
between left & right brain. 

Point between 
left & right 
brain. 
(Sahasrara) 

Pineal 

Important Notes about Ajna & Sahasrara Chakra related meditation 
 
This type may suites 16 years and below because it use visualization techniques. 
 
For 17 (male/female) and above highly recommend to obtain Initiation from the 
Enlightenment Maha Guru a living human spiritual master in order to practically use  
The Art, Science & Technology of Self Power (Kundalini Yoga Meditation). 

 
Meditation & Yoga is Greatest Science Solution for everyone in this world. 
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9. QUOTES  
 
 

“Compassionate is the greatest thing I found in this earth” 
“Be Compassionate is the greatest way of life “activity” on who can practice” 

“Safely we can say all religious emphasis compassionate in common” 
Let’s Compassionate 

 
“Drop learned and resume innate.” 

 
“Your radiance starts and ends at your self” 

(You are the origin)! 
 

“Important be responsible on relationship rather then, Being attached on it.” 
 

“Planets, faith and other ‘belief system’ is manipulations tool for one self’s for 
unaccountability of own deeds.” 

 
By Elanggovan 

 
It’s a very rare privilege, which we have been taken human birth! 

Indian proverb 
 
 

Teachers open the door, but you must enter by yourself. 
Chinese proverb 

 
 

As mother need to inform child about her position, 
Guru also initially needs to tell the status to other others, 

Only each everyone themselves knows their own achieved status, 
No description, debate or comparison can be made on these statuses for 

whatever reasons. 
By Elanggovan 

 
 

“When student is ready then Guru will appear autonomic, 
it is part of universe existence, Guru recognizable easily, 

next is up to your acknowledgement only 
of accepting the Guru” 

By Elanggovan 
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10. SAME OF OUR CLIENTS 
 

 
 

11. ABOUT THE FOUNDER 
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12. WORKSHOP & COURSE SUMMARY  
 
If you can’t view this page please click http://www.ancientyogaconsulting.com/solutions.htm 

to download the files. 
    

Please call Mr. Elan 012-9188619 or email to 
elanggovan@ancientyogaconsulting.com for free consultation. 

  
# CLICK COURSE NAME to 

view full details brochure 
DESCRIPTION DURATION FEES 

(RM) 
1 1 Hour Alpha Thinking & 

The Power of Creating Mind 
(Practical Training) 
 
 

Suitable for 1 hour training which can be done with official 
office dress and with table and chairs inside hall. 
Advisable before starts any kind of existing corporate training 
including indoor as well outdoor.  This training will give instant 
& everlasting good impact for participant to be more focus, 
concentrate, good remembering ability thus better result of 
your full training programme / workshop / team building / 
seminar / product / sales / IT and other training. 
 

 Mind Refreshing Breathing Techniques 
 Embedding Vision & Mission of Company 
 Embedding Objective & Goals of Meeting 
 Alpha Level Thinking 
 Peace of Mind Body Soul 

 
Quick Guide Corporate Yoga Notes given FREE. 

1 Hour 
 

500.00 
 

2 1.5 Hour Slot Corporate 
Yoga 
 
 

Suitable to be 1st session of training for any existing corporate 
training including indoor as well outdoor.  Required sports 
dress and big space hall.  This training will give instant & 
everlasting good impact for participant to be more peace in 
mind, more focus, concentrate, good remembering ability thus 
better result of your full training programme / workshop / 
team building / seminar / product / sales / IT and other 
training.  

 Mind Refreshing Breathing Techniques 
 Embedding Objective & Goals of Meeting 
 Alpha Level Thinking 
 Peace of Mind Body Soul 
 Body Activeness 

 
Quick Guide Corporate Yoga Notes given FREE. 

1.5 Hour 600.00 

3 2 Hour Slot Corporate Yoga Suitable to be 1st session of training for any existing corporate 
training including indoor as well outdoor.  Required sports 
dress and big space hall.  This training will give instant & 
everlasting good impact for participant to be more focus, 
concentrate, good remembering ability thus better result of 
your full training programme / workshop / team building / 
seminar / product / sales / IT and other training. 
 

 Mind Refreshing Breathing Techniques 
 Embedding Vision & Mission of Company 
 Embedding Objective & Goals of Meeting 

2 Hour 800.00 
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 Alpha Level Thinking 
 Peace of Mind Body Soul 
 Body Activeness & Flexibility 

 
Quick Guide Corporate Yoga Notes given FREE. 

4 3 Days Alpha Thinking The 
Power Of Creative Mind 

This hands-on workshop synthesizes the technology of 
Pranayama, Meditation, Yoga Asana, the breakthroughs of 
brain scientists, advancements in behavioral science, the 
applications of neuro linguistic psychology and modern 
research findings.  It provides you a complete, comprehensive 
and holistic pathway to tap the Powers of your Mind.  
Increase memory power, better remembrance ability, more 
focus and concentration towards higher business productivity. 
 
Complete Corporate Yoga Notes given FREE. 

3 Days 10500.00 

5 3 Days The Ancient Art Of 
Stress Management 

The programme values the expertise of the delegates and 
uses this input to add a ‘Real World’ understanding to the 
subject matter. Exercises will be used to provide first hand 
examples of the issues addressed and also to practice the 
skills and knowledge acquired during this programme.  
Facilitator will equip you with a range of specialist stress-
management skills that will enable you to ensure increased 
performance and competitive advantage.  The programme will 
guide you to the bottom of the problem and help your 
subordinates to develop new strategies to get clear of stress. 
 
Complete Corporate Yoga Notes given FREE. 

3 Days 10500.00 

6 1 Day Corporate Yoga Health, Wealth & Intelligent Awareness via Yoga Meditation. 
 
Hand Notes Corporate Yoga Notes given FREE. 

1 Day 3500.00 

7 Weekly or Series of Yoga 
Class 

Suitable for corporate client taking more then 24 session over 
periods of 6 months then they can get train weekly or even 
multiple days per week.  Packages for Weeks & Months. 
 
Complete Series Corporate Yoga Notes given FREE. 

Group 
Package 
Series 

900.00 
(Per Session 
per 30 pax) 

 
Download Latest Corporate Yoga Workshop Related Documents    

AYC Executive Summary Profile 
2. AYC Great Master Bio Data 

HRDF Claimable Corporate Workshop & Seminar Course List 
1_Hour_Alpha_Thinking_the_Power_of_Creative_Mind.pdf 

1.5 Hour Slot Corporate Yoga.pdf 
2 Hour Slot Corporate Yoga.pdf 

1 Day Corporate Yoga (Health, Wealth & Intelligent Awareness via Yoga Meditation) 
Weekly or Series of Yoga Class.pdf 

3_Days_Alpha_Thinking_The_Power_Of_Creative_Mind_AYC.pdf 
3 Days The Ancient Art Of Stress Management AYC 
Corporate Yoga Firm Advantages Individual Benefits 

What International Expert Say About Yoga Meditation? 
Series_of_Corporate_Yoga_Session_for_International & Local Guest.pdf 
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ALL ABOVE FEES INCLUDING FEES EXCLUDING 

1. Trainer Fees for maximum 20 
participants 

2. Notes for 20 Participants 
3. Traveling Cost within 20 KM from KL 

1. Additional notes & additional participants above 20. 
2. Traveling beyond 20 KM from KL and any 

outstation. 
3. Accommodation if trainer needed to stay. 
4. Any additional request unless offer in official written 

proposal. 
5. Training hall with facilities such as notebook, LCD 

etc. 
 

Please call Mr. Elan 012-9188619 or email to 
elanggovan@ancientyogaconsulting.com for free preview. 

 
List is price is as global guide final price may varies base on specific requirement. 

Visit our website for more advance and international standard corporate workshops. 
 

3 Days Alpha Thinking the Power of Creative Mind  
Optional Training Can Be 1 Day or 2 Days.  All training theory & practical will be 

customised in difference in percentage of types of posture, types of 

breathing and types of mudra and content of briefing as per following table. 

 

SUBJECT 1 DAY 2 DAYS 3 DAYS 

WARM UP & BODY STRETCHING  Complete Complete Complete 

EYE EXERCISE 3 types 5 types 6 types 

YOGA ASANA (Pose) 15-20 20-25 30-35 

PRANAYAMA (Breathing Techniques)  2 3 5 

MUDRA (Symbols) 3 4 6 

MEDITATION 1 2 3 

7 MAJOR CONSCIOUSNESS  

(Practical technique to enhance it) 

3 5 7 

THEORY, VIDEO, GROUP ACTIVITY, 

CASE STUDY 

Accordingly 

in full 

Accordingly in 

full 

Accordingly in 

full 

ALPHA THINKING & THE POWER OF 

CREATIVEMIND.  (Mainly embedding the 
VISION & MISSION of your Organisation) 

Complete Complete Complete 

PRACTICAL REVISE WITHOUT THEORY 

(Q&A and Repeat) 
1 Time 2 Times 3 Times 
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3 Days The Ancient Art Of Stress Management 

 

Optional Training Can Be 1 Day or 2 Days.  All training theory & practical will be 

customised in difference in percentage of types of posture, types of 

breathing and types of mudra and content of briefing as per following table. 

 
SUBJECT 1 DAY 2 DAYS 3 DAYS 

WARM UP & BODY 

STRETCHING  

Complete Complete Complete 

EYE EXERCISE 3 types 5 types 6 types 

YOGA ASANA (Pose) 20-25 25-35 35-45 

PRANAYAMA (Breathing 

Techniques)  

2 3 5 

MUDRA (Symbols) 2 3 5 

MEDITATION 1 2 3 

THEORY, VIDEO, GROUP 

ACTIVITY, CASE STUDY 

Accordingly in full Accordingly in full Accordingly in full 

ALPHA THINKING & THE 

POWER OF CREATIVE 

MIND. 

Basic Basic Basic 

PRACTICAL REVISE 

WITHOUT THEORY 

(Q&A and Repeat) 

1 Time 2 Times 3 Times 

 
This is estimate and training module can and will be customised 

minor level according level of participants and their practical 

participation. 

  
Visit photo album of corporate yoga client’s at 

facebook.com, orkut.com, friendster.com, wayn.com, hi5.com, 
perfspot.com or myspace.com 

The ID is: 
selfinuniversal@gmail.com 
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3 Days 7 MAJOR CHAKRA SYSTEM (7MCS) Workshop 
 
PLEASE Contact Mahaguru Elanggovan at elanggovan@ancientyogaconsulting.com for 
next 3 Days Workshop with more details in Ancient Resort on 7 MAJOR CHAKRA 
SYSTEM (7MCS) which impacting pure essence of specific centre of consciousness in 
human anatomy, exist in the form of energy spool rotating wheel or known as Chakra. 
 
This workshop covers both theory and practical on the following and more: 

i) Chakra name, its location, aura color, endocrine gland, element, sense, 
attributes, ailments relieved, symbol, vocal vibration, chakra therapy 
meditation. 

ii) Nothing, Something and By Chance (Universe Formation) 
iii) Generate, Operate & Destroy. 
iv) Proton, Electron & Neutron. 
v) Conscious, Sub- Conscious and Un- Conscious MIND. 
vi) 4 Great attributes of Heart Centre 
vii) 9 Greatest secrete of Un-conditional Love 
viii) Link between i   and   I  
 

 
 

  Both are same Origin 
 

ix) LIGHT and EXISTENCE 
x) DARKNESS, GREATEST VACUM and EXISTENCE 
xi) Yoga, Meditation and Breathing Exercise. 
xii) Sun Salutation (12 steps) 

 
 

 
 
 

* Purpose left blank * 
 
 

Small i 
which is you 

Big I the 
ORIGIN 
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“Your radiance starts 
and ends at your self;
You are the origin!” 

 
 

"Nothing is Yours, 
You Are! Everything" 

 
Mahaguru 

Elanggovan 
 

Designed & Written by Mahaguru Elanggovan 
Copyrights by Ancient Yoga Consulting © 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

"You give 1 
minute to 
yoga and 
yoga give 
you back 1 

hour" 

ANCIENT YOGA CONSULTING (SA0064743-X) 
www.ancientyogaconsulting.com   enquiry@ancientyogaconsulting.com 

Tel/Fax: +6 03-33239196 Celcom: +6 0199166100  Maxis: +6 0129188619 

One traditional definition of Asanas is very specific and does 
not particularly to physical exercise: According to Patanjali’s 

Yoga sutra: ‘Sthiram, Sukham, Asanam’ which means 
‘Asana is a body position and a state of being which one can 

remain steady, calm and comfortable’. 
                 

The Yoga Sutras of Patanjali Book One Verse 33 
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BASIC, INTERMEDIATE & ADVANCE SPIRITUAL BASE WORKSHOP 
COURSE INFORMATION 
1 HOUR YOGA Inserting into any of company training
YOGA AT OFFICE Weekly/Bimonthly/Monthly yoga training at your office. 

1 DAY Health & Wealth Awareness Together With Intellectual Growth Programme 

3 DAYS 7 MAJOR CHAKRA 
SYSTEM WORKSHOP 

Yoga is Yoga.  Immersing into ocean of yoga while holiday experience in ancient 
resorts of Malaysia. 

7 DAYS  UNIVERSE 
CORPORATE 
INTERACTIVE 
TRANSFORMATION 
WORKSHOP 

Acquiring Ancient Scientific Knowledge of Activating Faculty of Six Sense 
Real time interactive between your sub-conscious minds.  Acquiring knowledge 
of The Art, Science & Technology of Self Power.  Ready for receiving Kundalini 
Initiation. 

2 DAYS EXPAND 
RESOURCES PROFUSION 
(2ERP) 

A power pack workshop, psyche strengthening programme.  Highly motivational. 

14 DAYS SELF IMMERSING 
TO UNIVERSE 
 

The Art of Heart Balancing Vs Mind  
This advanced programme is primarily experiential, beyond the conscious and 
subconscious levels of thinking and uncovering self unconscious mind.  Healing 
with body energy techniques are taught.  Opportunity to obtain methods to see 
your own Chakra. 

17 DAYS 
BLACK BOX OF SELF (The 
Shadow Self) 

Unique Method Accessing Your Hidden Self.  Edit your black box within 
unconscious mind.  The secret of Master’s powerful caption “Learning to 
ROMANCE the opposite side of human psyche is ART of Blending Dance of 
opposite.”  Participant will experience to techniques to read their many pass life 
black box data from unconscious mind. 

21 DAYS 
SELF PHILOSOPHY 
(Discover your self) 
 

The Most Profound and Advance Conference Revealing Secret of Mahaguru’s 
Philosophy “LIVE a LIFE to LEAVE” 
“Your radiance starts and ends at your self (You are the origin)!”.  Experiencing 
“LIFE PHILOSOPHY within 1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,0”.  Revealing 69 truth secret of self 
power. 
Secret of Light Speed (186282397 miles per second), Super Mind and its direct 
link between life formations. 
Quantum theory.  (Science finally admits that observer and the observed are 
same).  The Quantum Paradox (The Wave-Particle Duality).  Managing Entire 
Life with FREE will Vs Destiny.   

2 Hour Managing Thought Add, edit and delete thoughts towards goals and ambition. 

1 or 2 Hour Health, Wealth & 
Intellect Awareness via Yoga 
Meditation  
(Seminar in Malay, English & 
Tamil language) 

 For Kindergarten school kids 
 For Primary school students 
 For Secondary students 
 For Corporate staff 

 

Our Weekly Yoga Course 
Available Nationwide And 
Group By Following 

Yoga for Corporate 
Yoga for School Club 
Yoga for University Club 
Yoga for NGO 
Yoga for Hospital 
Yoga for Kids 
Yoga Seminar 
Yoga Workshop 
Yoga Camp  Customized yoga training can be design for specific requirement.  

 


